Foundant
Connect
Have you ever wished there was a single “go-to” place where you
could find useful information about applicants?
Imagine being able to view information from the philanthropic community’s leading data
sources to find details such as current and past financial documents, a complete list of prior
funders, or reviews from previous funders sharing their experiences with the applicant
organization.
Wouldn’t it be even better if it was within your existing grants management solution? Readily
available for your applicants, reviewers and yourself to access when needed? Well, we have
good news!
Connect provides
access to

INTRODUCING FOUNDANT CONNECT
Foundant Connect is an optional, add-on product linking data
from GuideStar, Foundation Center, and GreatNonprofits into
Foundant GLM—the organizations leading the industry in the
data revolution. Connect allows users to quickly access and
share data to make the grantmaking process easier and more
efficient for everyone involved.
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WELCOME TO THE NEW
GRANTMAKING PROCESS



Makes it easy to see an
organization’s funding
history



Look up data within
their GuideStar Exchange profile



Access peer reviews
regarding applicant
organizations

The key to clean data is regular use. Many past data initiatives
have failed because they lack a network of applicants and
grantmaking organizations regularly using and constantly
updating the data. Without this activity, data will not be kept
up to date and free of inaccuracies. Foundant Connect is the
missing piece of the puzzle. By making it easy to use common
data sources within Foundant GLM, grantmakers and grant
seekers alike can see, use and update their data. Connect
eliminates the frustration of bad data, making it easy to see
funding histories and others experiences with different
nonprofits. Finally, we can see how data can be used, and the
benefits it creates for everyone. Connect is a partnership
between Foundant and industry leaders - GreatNonprofits,
GuideStar, and Foundation Center - to start the newest
revolution in the grantmaking process since online grant
applications.
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GuideStar is known for providing the most up-to-date and extensive collection of data on
nonprofit organizations. Foundant GLM clients have long trusted Charity Check to be their
source for nonprofit verification. With GuideStar Exchange, you have access to a tremendous
amount of information including financial data, personnel and organizational information, and
even details on the applicant’s larger programs. Having this data allows you to know more information while asking for less information on your application forms.

Foundation Center is the most comprehensive grants data source. Their data is used
extensively by nonprofits to research grantmakers. What many people don’t know is that they
provide much of the data they collect back to foundations as free and paid subscriptions. We
have partnered with Foundation Center to show our clients their own Foundation Center data,
as well as the ability to see who else provides funds to an applicant or grantee. With this
integration, you have a view into the most complete grantmaking database in the country.

GreatNonprofits is the TripAdvisor or Yelp for the nonprofit community. When you access the
reviews found in Foundant Connect you are seeing direct feedback by volunteers, staff, community members, and funders just like you. These “feet on the street” reviews will give you
multiple perspectives as you consider grant requests. But, don’t forget to add your voice to
the mix and add your experiences to the discussion!

